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We report a first, complete lattice QCD calculation of the long-distance contribution to the K+ →
pi+νν¯ decay within the standard model. This is a second-order weak process involving two four-
Fermi operators that is highly sensitive to new physics and being studied by the NA62 experiment
at CERN. While much of this decay comes from perturbative, short-distance physics there is a long-
distance part, perhaps as large as the planned experimental error, which involves nonperturbative
phenomena. The calculation presented here, with unphysical quark masses, demonstrates that
this contribution can be computed using lattice methods by overcoming three technical difficulties:
(i) a short-distance divergence that results when the two weak operators approach each other, (ii)
exponentially growing, unphysical terms that appear in Euclidean, second-order perturbation theory,
and (iii) potentially large finite-volume effects. A follow-on calculation with physical quark masses
and controlled systematic errors will be possible with the next generation of computers.
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Introduction. — An important objective of experimen-
tal high-energy physics is the search for direct and indi-
rect signs of new physics. Complementary to the direct
search for new particles and forces at high energy, is the
search for subtle deviations from standard model predic-
tions at lower energies. The rare kaon decays K → piνν¯
are such examples. As flavor-changing-neutral-current
processes, the K → piνν¯ decay amplitudes arise as one-
loop, electroweak effects. The small size of one-loop,
standard model effects makes these decays particularly
sensitive to new phenomena.
These decays are short-distance dominated so that the
contributions from the strong interactions can be calcu-
lated accurately using QCD perturbation theory. As two
of the theoretically cleanest processes, the K → piνν¯ de-
cays have attracted considerable attention and motivate
two new experiments. NA62 at CERN [1] searches for
the K+ → pi+νν¯ decay with a target of determining the
branching ratio to 10% precision. The KOTO experiment
at J-PARC [2] focuses on the search for the CP -violating
decay KL → pi0νν¯ and has recently reported the obser-
vation of the first candidate event [3].
Of the two rare kaon decays, the charged decay po-
tentially receives the larger long-distance contributions.
In fact, the standard model prediction for this decay
rate may be enhanced by 6% when long-distance con-
tributions are included [4], while the total uncertainty
in the standard model prediction is 10% [5]. In Ref. [6]
we have presented a method using lattice QCD that al-
lows a first-principles calculation of these long-distance
contributions with controlled errors. Here we apply this
approach, carrying out a complete, exploratory lattice
QCD calculation of the long-distance contributions to the
K+ → pi+νν¯ decay with unphysical quark masses.
The methods used here are closely related to those
developed earlier to compute other, second-order elec-
troweak effects, specifically the KL-KS mass differ-
ence [7, 8] and the long-distance contributions to the in-
direct CP -violating parameter K [9, 10]. This work is
also part of a larger effort that includes the lattice QCD
calculation of the rare kaon decays K → pi`¯` [11, 12].
Formulation. — As explained in Ref. [6], the K+ →
pi+νν¯ decay amplitude is conventionally expressed as the
sum of top- and charm-quark contributions. The long-
distance part of interest appears in the charm quark con-
tribution which can be written as the matrix element of
a combination of bilocal and local operators of the form
O(y) =
∑
A,B
∫
d4xT [CAQA(x)CBQB(y)] + C0Q0(y), (1)
where T indicates a time-ordered product and the local
operator Q0 =
∑
`=e,µ,τ (s¯d)V−A(ν¯`ν`)V−A. The Wil-
son coefficients CS(µ) contain short-distance information
from the W scale down to the lower energy scale µ at
which the operators QS are renormalized. The QS with
S = A,B are seven, four-Fermi operators which enter the
first-order, weak Hamiltonian density, Heff =
∑
S C˜SQS ,
where C˜S is the product of CS(µ), a CKM matrix ele-
ment and other conventional factors.
When two first-order operators are multiplied in such
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2a second-order calculation, e.g., QA(x)QB(0), new sin-
gularities appear as x → 0. The counterterm C0Q0(0)
removes these singularities and reproduces the physical
amplitude. For sufficiently large µ, e.g. µ = 3 GeV, the
coefficient C0 can be determined in perturbation theory.
If the bilocal operator in Eq. (1) is renormalized at
such a large scale µ, then the short-distance physics from
the scale of the W mass down to µ will be represented by
the local operator C0Q0 which, enhanced by ln(M
2
W /µ
2),
is expected to give the largest contribution and is readily
evaluated because C0 is known from perturbation theory
and 〈pi|Q0|K〉 can be determined from the measured K`3
form factor F+. It is the bilocal operator in Eq. (1) which
is the focus of this Letter.
In the conventional treatment [5] the bilocal operator
is also approximated by Q0 multiplied by a perturbative
Wilson coefficient rAB(µ), obtained by integrating out
the charm quark. Combining rAB(µ) with C0(µ), one
determines the total Wilson coefficient for Q0, written as
PPTc =
1
λ4
pi2
M2W
(∑
A,B
CA(µ)CB(µ)r
MS
AB(µ) + C0(µ)
)
, (2)
where λ is the CKM matrix element |Vus| and the label
PT has been introduced to identify a perturbative result.
PPTc has been calculated in NNLO QCD perturbation
theory, giving PPTc = 0.365(12) where the error reflects
the dependence on µ [5]. A correction to PPTc , which
estimates up-quark and other long-distance effects sup-
pressed by (ΛQCD/mc)
2, is written as δPc,u = 0.04(2) [4].
The errors in this conventional treatment of the bilocal
operator are expected to be a few percent but are difficult
to estimate or to reduce. Here we use lattice QCD to
provide a first-principles and systematically improvable
calculation of the contribution of this bilocal operator.
In the standard perturbative calculation which deter-
mines O(y), the Wilson coefficients CS(µ) and C0(µ) are
computed and the local operators and bilocal operator
products are renormalized in the modified minimal sub-
traction (MS) scheme. As described in greater detail in
Ref. [6], we relate these MS operators to lattice operators
by using an intermediate, regularization-independent
symmetric momentum (RI/SMOM) scheme [6, 13], illus-
trated for QA and QB by the equation{∫
d4xT
[
QMSA (x)Q
MS
B (0)
]}MS
µ
(3)
= Z lat→MSA Z
lat→MS
B
{∫
d4xT
[
QlatA (x)Q
lat
B (0)
]}lat
a
−ZRI→MSA ZRI→MSB X lat→RIAB (µRI, a) {Q0(0)}RIµRI
+Y RI→MSAB (µ, µRI) {Q0(0)}MSµ ,
where the renormalization factors ZS→S
′
A(B) convert QA(B)
from scheme S to scheme S ′, assuming they are mul-
tiplicatively renormalized, and a is the lattice spacing.
To handle the singularity at x = 0 in the product
QlatA (x)Q
lat
B (0), we introduce the Q0 term. By adding
the counterterm X lat→RIAB (µRI, a){Q0}RIµRI , we first con-
vert the simple bilocal product of individually renor-
malized RI operators into a bilocal operator renormal-
ized in the RI/SMOM scheme. The Wilson coeffi-
cient X lat→RIAB (µRI, a) can be determined nonperturba-
tively by imposing the RI/SMOM renormalization con-
dition, described below, at a scale µRI. In the sec-
ond step, we use QCD perturbation theory to deter-
mine the Y RI→MSAB (µ, µRI){Q0}MSµ term, which converts
the RI/SMOM bilocal operator to a MS operator, renor-
malized at the scale µ. The use of perturbation the-
ory requires µ, µRI  ΛQCD. Greater detail is given in
Ref. [6].
Lattice ensemble. — We use the 163 × 32, 2 + 1 fla-
vor, domain wall fermion ensemble, with a−1 = 1.729(28)
GeV and a fifth-dimensional extent of Ls = 16 gen-
erated by the RBC and UKQCD Collaborations [14].
This ensemble has a residual mass mresa = 0.00308(4)
and pion and kaon masses of Mpi = 421(1)(7) MeV and
MK = 563(1)(9) MeV. We use a valence charm mass,
mca = 0.330, giving an MS mass m
MS
c (2 GeV) = 863(24)
MeV. We analyze 800 gauge configurations, each sepa-
rated by 10 molecular dynamics time units.
We work in the kaon rest system and describe the pi+νν¯
final state using the Dalitz variables s = −(pK − ppi)2
and ∆ = (pK − pν)2 − (pK − pν¯)2. Since Mpi ≈ 420
MeV, the allowed, final-state momenta lie in a narrow re-
gion. Assuming little variation across this region, we use
the single momentum choice (∆, s) = (0, 0) by fixing the
pion spatial momentum ~ppi = (0.0414, 0.0414, 0.0414)/a
so that the neutrino and antineutrino move in the oppo-
site direction, each carrying the momentum −~ppi/2. The
pion’s spatial momentum is fixed by imposing twisted
boundary conditions on the down valence quark.
Bilocal operator. — The Feynman diagrams corre-
sponding to the matrix element of the bilocal operator in
Eq. (1) are shown in Fig. 1. We use Coulomb-gauge-fixed
wall sources for the valence quarks propagators joined to
the initial kaon and final pion states. For the diagrams
(a), (b), and (d), which do not contain a closed quark
loop, we treat the two weak interaction vertices asym-
metrically. One is evaluated at a fixed point, which is
used as the source for the internal quark lines connected
to that operator. The second operator acts as the sink
for all the propagators joined to it and is summed over
the desired space-time subvolume. For higher precision
we average over time translations, calculating these wall-
and the point-source propagators for all 32 time slices. In
the W -W diagrams in Fig. 1, we also exchange the source
and sink locations between the two weak operators and
average over both choices.
Each internal lepton propagator is that of an overlap
fermion with an infinite time extent and a physical lep-
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Disconnected Z-exchange diagram
FIG. 1. From top to bottom: quark and lepton contractions
for W -W , connected and disconnected Z-exchange diagrams.
The four dotted arrows point to possible locations for the Z-
exchange vertex. The operator labels are defined in Ref. [6].
A few, illustrative gluon lines are also shown.
ton mass. For the Z-exchange diagram where the de-
cay involves a four-quark operator and a two-quark-two-
neutrino operator, both operators can generate a closed
quark loop. Thus, we need to calculate the diagonal ele-
ment of the light, strange, and charm quark propagators
D−1(x, x) for all space-time positions x. This is done
by using 32 random, space-time volume sources for each
quark flavor. We perform a complete calculation, includ-
ing all connected and disconnected diagrams.
In a lattice QCD calculation, the matrix element of
the time-integrated bilocal operator appearing in Eq. (1)
is evaluated in Euclidean space. As in the case of the
calculation of the KL-KS mass difference [7], this matrix
element can be related to the second-order amplitude of
interest if a sum over intermediate states is inserted and
the integration over Euclidean time performed:∫ Tb
−Ta
dx0〈pi+νν|T {HA(x0)HB(0)} |K+〉 (4)
=
∑
n
{
〈pi+νν|HA|n〉〈n|HB |K+〉
En − EK
(
1− e(EK−En)Tb
)
+
〈pi+νν|HB |n〉〈n|HA|K+〉
En − EK
(
1− e(EK−En)Ta
)}
,
where we have replaced the local operators in Eq. (1) by
those integrated over space: HS(x0) =
∫
d3xQS(~x, x0).
The unphysical e(EK−En)Ta(b) terms in the second and
third lines of this equation vanish for large Ta(b) for inter-
mediate states more energetic than the kaon. However,
these terms grow exponentially with increasing integra-
tion range if En < EK . These are calculated separately
and their contributions removed; see Refs. [6, 7, 9, 11].
A second difficulty implied by Eq. (4) is the possibility
of a large contribution caused by a vanishing denomina-
tor when a finite-volume intermediate-state energy En
approaches EK [6]. Such behavior is a well-understood
finite-volume effect and a complete correction can be ap-
plied [15]. Thus, we must pay special attention to three
states |n〉 = |`+ν〉, |pi0`+ν〉 and |(pi+pi0)I=2〉 and cal-
culate all the transition amplitudes for K+ → |n〉 and
|n〉 → |pi+νν¯〉 both to remove the exponentially growing
terms and to estimate finite-volume effects.
Because of the V −A structure of the weak interactions
and the vanishing mass of the final-state neutrinos, the
bilocal matrix element can be written as the product of
a scalar amplitude and the spinor quantity u¯(pν)/pK(1−
γ5)v(pν¯), as is shown in Ref. [6]. For the W -W diagrams
this scalar amplitude is written as FWW (∆, s).
For the Z-exchange diagrams the scalar amplitude is
given by a K`3-like form factor F
Z
+ (s). For massless neu-
trinos, a second form factor, FZ− (s) does not contribute.
We compute FZ+ (0) for the connected diagrams as de-
scribed earlier and FZ0 (s) = F
Z
+ + sF
Z
− /(M
2
K − M2pi)
for both the connected and disconnected parts at ~pK =
~ppi = 0 and s = smax = (MK − Mpi)2. We calculate
FZ,disc0 (smax) instead of F
Z,disc
+ (0) to avoid using twisted
momenta for the disconnected graphs and expect this to
have a small effect since smax/(M
2
K −M2pi) = 0.14  1
and FZ,conn+ (0) ≈ FZ,conn0 (smax) as seen in Table I.
scalar amplitude contribution from state |n〉
FWW type 1 −1.118(26) −1.138(4) |`+ν〉
FWW type 2 9.29(14) 0.657(5) |pi0`+ν〉
FZ,conn+ (0) 2.133(32) · · ·
FZ,conn0 (smax) 2.109(25) 0.1526(10) |(pi+pi0)I=2〉
FZ,disc0 (smax) 0.060(12) · · ·
TABLE I. Resulting scalar amplitudes for the W -W and Z-
exchange diagrams. All the results are shown in lattice units
(in units of 10−2). The scalar amplitude FWW is evaluated
at (∆, s) = (0, 0), FZ+ at s = 0 and F
Z
0 at s = (MK −Mpi)2.
Our results for the various components of the scalar
amplitude are shown in Table I. For the W -W , type 1 di-
agram, the dominant contribution to FWW comes from
the lowest intermediate state |`+ν〉. The type 2 diagram
yields a much larger contribution than type 1. Since it
involves a fermion loop, the dominant contribution comes
from short distances where new divergences appear and
a short-distance correction is required. The |pi0`+ν〉 in-
termediate state contributes only about 8% to FWW .
For the Z-exchange diagram, the |(pi+pi0)I=2〉 state
contributes about 7%. Although with Mpi ≈ 420 MeV,
4the contribution of this state to an exponentially growing,
unphysical term or to finite-volume corrections is irrele-
vant, this state could cause significant systematic effects
for a calculation at the physical pion mass.
As described above, we have also evaluated the discon-
nected diagrams. Although the result is noisy, the size of
the disconnected diagrams is only 3% of the connected di-
agrams. Thus, including the disconnected diagrams will
not affect the statistical precision of our result.
Local operator. — The matrix element of the local
operator Qlat0 is related to the matrix element of the con-
served vector current between a kaon and pion and can
be determined from K`3 decay without reference to lat-
tice QCD. (Of course, for our unphysical kinematics a
lattice calculation is needed.) Here we will focus on the
coefficient of this operator, specifically the contributions
to this coefficient from the terms in the third and fourth
lines of Eq. (3): the terms that renormalize the bilocal
lattice operator discussed above.
As discussed in detail in Ref. [6], the coefficient
X lat→RIAB (µRI, a), which converts the lattice bilocal op-
erator into one defined in the RI/SMOM scheme can be
determined from a nonperturbative calculation of an off-
shell, Landau-gauge-fixed Green’s function of five opera-
tors: the four quark fields s¯, d, ν and ν¯ carrying nonex-
ceptional, external Euclidean momenta and the sum of
the operators appearing in the second and third lines of
Eq. (3). We use the external four-momenta:
ps¯ = (ξ, ξ, 0, 0), pd = (ξ, 0, ξ, 0),
pν¯ = (0,−ξ, 0,−ξ), pν = (0, 0,−ξ,−ξ), (5)
where −ps¯, pd, −pν¯ and pν are incoming. The RI/SMOM
scale is µ2RI = p
2
f = 2ξ
2, for f = s¯, d, ν, ν¯. The spin
and color indexes of the external fermion lines are con-
tracted in the same fashion as those in the operator Q0.
The coefficient X lat→RIAB (µRI, a) is determined by requir-
ing that the Green’s function described above vanishes
for the momenta in Eq. (5) and a specific choice of µRI.
The resulting RI/SMOM-renormalized, bilocal operator
now has a well-defined continuum limit. In this way we
obtain X lat→RIAB (µRI, a) for 1 GeV ≤ µRI ≤ 4 GeV.
Next we calculate the coefficient Y RI→MSAB (µ, µRI)
needed to convert the RI-renormalized operator to MS
renormalization. This can be done directly from Eq. (3)
by evaluating both sides at the external momenta spec-
ified in Eq. (5) at the scale µRI. The left-hand side is
evaluated in perturbation theory. On the right-hand
side the first and second lines are, in principle, non-
perturbative but cancel exactly because of the defini-
tion of the RI/SMOM scheme. The remaining term,
Y RI→MSAB (µ, µRI), is thus determined. For simplicity, we
choose µ = µRI and evaluate Y perturbatively at one-
loop. Knowing the Wilson coefficients X and Y , the
contribution of the local operator Q0 is easily computed.
Results. — Since we use an unphysical value for the
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FIG. 2. W -W and Z-exchange diagram results, and their
total, shown from left to the right. The gray bands show the
amplitude, normalized as in Eq. (2), from the unrenormalized,
bilocal operator. The red circles indicate the RI-renormalized,
bilocal contribution. The blue diamonds give the total charm
contribution Pc while the green squares show the difference
between the lattice and perturbative results, Pc − PPTc .
charm quark mass, mMSc (2 GeV) = 863(24) MeV, we
reevaluate PPTc of Eq. (2) using this unphysical value and
the NNLO formulas of Ref. [16]. Our results, including
statistical errors, are shown in Fig. 2. Here Pc gives the
complete charm contribution to the K+ → pi+νν¯ decay,
normalized so that the decay amplitude is the matrix ele-
ment of the operator αGFλ
5/(2pi
√
2 sin2 θW )PcQ0 where
α is the fine structure constant, GF the Fermi constant
and θW the Weinberg angle. This description neglects
the dependence of the decay amplitude on the Dalitz vari-
ables s and ∆, which will be small for our kinematics.
We show results from the W -W diagrams, the Z-
exchange diagrams and their total in the left, center and
right panels. First, as the gray band, we plot the lattice
matrix element of the bilocal operator with only the mul-
tiplicative renormalization of the individual four-Fermi
operators included. Second, as red circles, we show the
matrix element of the bilocal operator, now normalized in
the RI/SMOM scheme. The short distance subtraction
has introduced a dependence on µRI = µMS. (The local
operators are renormalized at the fixed scale µMS = 2.15
GeV.) Next, we plot our complete result, Pc as blue dia-
monds. Finally, as green squares we show Pc − PPTc , the
difference between our complete lattice result and the re-
sult of perturbation theory PPTc described above.
The results from our exploratory lattice calculation
with unphysical charm, down and up quark masses are:
Pc = 0.2529(±13)(±32)(−45)
Pc − PPTc = 0.0040(±13)(±32)(−45), (6)
where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second
is the systematic uncertainty arising from the scale de-
5pendence as µ varies between 1 and 3 GeV. The third
quantity is an estimate of finite-volume errors. With
Mpi ≈ 420 MeV, only the |pi0e+ν〉 state can cause such
effects, whose size is determined from the formulas in
Ref. [6]. The use of 800 configurations and unphysically
heavy up and down quarks yields a subpercent statisti-
cal error for Pc. The small size of Pc − PPTc results from
a large cancellation between the W -W and Z-exchange
amplitudes. It is important to determine whether such
a large cancellation persists for physical quark masses
since, for example, if only the W -W piece were present
the predicted branching ratio would decrease by 6%.
Conclusion — The rare decay K+ → pi+νν¯ is a promis-
ing process to reveal new physics both because of its small
size and the accuracy with which the dominant, short-
distance parts can be computed in the standard model.
While the top quark alone contributes 50% of the branch-
ing ratio, amplitudes containing the much lighter charm
quark do appear in the other 50%. However, at leading
order most of this charm contribution comes from the
short-distance-dominated logarithm, ln(M2W /m
2
c) ≈ 8.4,
suggesting that long-distance effects may give only 10%
of the charm contribution or 5% of the branching ratio.
Since such estimates are necessarily uncertain [for ex-
ample, the ln(M2W /m
2
c) piece is reduced by a factor of 2
when all leading logarithms are included] and the NA62
experiment plans to measure this branching ratio to 10%,
a direct lattice QCD calculation of these long-distance ef-
fects is well motivated. The exploratory calculation pre-
sented here demonstrates that this is possible.
Because of our unphysical quark masses, it is prema-
ture to compare the difference between our result and the
perturbative calculation [5] given in Eq. (6) with the phe-
nomenological, long-distance correction δPc,u = 0.04(2)
of Ref. [4]. However, the techniques presented here can be
directly applied to a future, realistic calculation. We ex-
pect that within four years, when adequate resources be-
come available, an accurate lattice calculation with con-
trolled systematic errors will be possible.
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